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17. The knowledge is destructible but is revived again through other
causes. Similarly, in the apprehension of the word the process-is
that the sound is produced at the sounding object and is
destroyed after
giving rise to another sound and so on and so
forth.
18. It appears that something is lacking in this sentence as it supports rather than contradicting the viewpoint of the opponent.
19:- If the pot produces another pot, there would be a moment when
both the pots serving as cause and that serving as an effect would
be observed.
20. The reading marked as doubtful by Pandeya could possibly be
tulantayoh.
21. This is actually the difference between the Buddhists and the
Samkhya view about change. The change, in Buddhist theory, is
the result of momentariness while according to the Samkhyas it
is due to the manifestation of some other power different in nature to the earlier.

KARIKA 13
(Nature of the three constituents)
~

~
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qf{ij&lI14{\ 1

THE SATTVA IS ACCEPTED TO BE BUOYANT AND ILLUMINATING, THE RAJAS IS EXCITING AND MOBILE AND
THE TAMAS IS SLUGGISH AND ENVELOPING.
The word 'only' (eva) is construed at the end of each (expression describing the constituents).
(Buoyancy and illumination)

wmt ~ (j(ijtq~qfqfd

m;t ~ SI<til~l<tiq~Ii!'{11:Rtfcif~(ifi14<ti<Ut~

s!(,*"1~0lf1{ 1~ ~
(jlq!i<;:&l~~tW~
~Olfl~<SI<til~1'11{
1<ti<Ul~lfq
~
ijg.:<ti('qlf~qijI4f<lq~,.
~'ffi<tSlqd&l1'1'{1

The sattva is accepted to be buoyant and illuminating only.
That which is buoyant and illuminating in the course of performance
of activity, should be accepted as of the nature of sattve. Buoyancy is
the characteristic which is the cause of shooting up of the effect, and
of the efficient functioning of all instruments. The illumination refers
to the illumination of the other objects through (by) driving away the
darkness which is the quality ofthe earth in the form of the shade (or
shadowj.' That of the instruments is also to be taking place in due
order in case of the object of determination, ideation and ascertainment. ~
(Exciteness and mobility )
~~~:
~

1(j:oqf(jAT:~:,

1~:<tiffJ~f(jPq~fi~
~

n 1m ~~,
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"f I ~ qf{ollli~~
~lqH1<i1iltlafli
~~~:
Cflqf;S:;?1<'{'d?1~~: ~

~:
~~lihSl~f(t~ I 'SWR:s:;O£tIOIl~(qa1f';Na1'QIiOIl~f"1
I

That which is exciting and mobile only in rajas. Whatever excitingness and mobility is observed, that should be understood as the
form of rajas. Excitingness means special effort and mobility means
the activity, The activity is of two kinds: of the nature of modification
and of the nature of movement. Through the activity in the form of
modification results the deprivation from the earlier characteristics
in case of some object assisted by the other assisting conditions.3 The
activity in the form of movement is in the case of the activity like vital
airs; the function of the motor organs like speech, etc., as also the
going up, falling down and moving around in case of the substances.
(Sluggishness and enveloping)
~
~

fi~

q{OICflqq(fij: I ?1f<'c!ifili\..met~

I~ ~

~~iI1i1~tltM:

~

a'difl{<lqf~f(t~-

<'{f~Ii'GdlI q{Uf11fq ~

s:;oqH1<f(t{)f.lRT{
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SfCflIl(ISff(tlif,'iOT
I~
tur ~\lI4Jq~Afl1ffl~
1111(qliq«l?1~I

"f

B~Ic:.111Iioqf(tCfi-

The tamas is sluggish and enveloping only. Whatever sluggishness and enveloping is found, should be understood as of the nature
of tamas. The sluggishness is the characteristic conducing the effect
. to fall down and causing the inertness in the activity of instruments.
The enveloping also is found in the effect in the form of concealing
the other substance. It is also the impurity found in the instruments,
which is opposite to illumination. hi this form is the differentiation of
the nature of sattva, etc., without .intermixture,
from which is
deduced the manifoldness of these constituents.4
(All the Constituents
?1~'1'td5>ffi
~~
~,{<Iql~{flI
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I ~ 1JUT~
I
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~~~:~m~
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~

~
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occur in a single object)
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As regards your statemenr' that due to the availability of the intermixture of the nature of these constituents in case of a woman, a
warrior and the cloud the single constituent is of three forms or all
are of all forms or there is the origination of some other form already
existed even Defore the origination (of these chacteristics in the constituent)," we reply it is not so, because the main form is justified as
the subordinate assists through its being secondary. For example, in
case of milk, etc. The milk which has seen that the bile has got advancement in the mouth, etc., becomes subordinate to the bile itself and
becomes pungent on account of its assistance rendered to that. It is
not that it is originally of that nature. The sattva also which forms a
constituent of the woman becomes subordinate to the rajas of the cowife an~produces misery through its service to that. (Similarly) it
produces delusion (when it becomes subordinate to) the tamas.
Similarly, the rajas existing in the warrior becomes subordinate to the
sattva found in the form of the wife of a noble man and to the tamas
in the form of a miscreant? In the same way, the tamas existing in the
cloud (becomes subordinate) to the sattva in the former and to the
rajas in the case of the woman whose husband is away.8 Therefore,
there is no intermixture of the nature in the case of the constituents.
Moreover, because their (essential) nature is perceived when they have
not attained the position of subordinate. when they start to get subordinate position, and when they acquire someone neutral and having
the past impressions of the same kind (i.e., the nature of the same
constituent), they do s09 in their own (unmixed) nature. Therefore,
the nature of the constituents is unmixed.
~-~,~

I 3'1<1~

urnRt 1JUT~

I <1~

~~~«1Ist"4I~~Fi1

fu ~qHl{q~oi

(f;f q;l!1f~<~CflI~1

~

~

f.Tn

I

~~fcrrtt-

1JUT\jIClI(ff~Ic:.l1i ~-

?

Opponent: No, because of the duobt. The attainment of other form is
observed in both the ways in case of milk, etc., in their own
form and in the modified form when they become mutually
subordinate. How is it absolutely ascertained that the sattva,
etc., attain other form due to their subordination and not
through their very unm,ixedform?10
~~

~

'IT'fffi~

!Ol~olfClCflWlqZ'1P1ffi[
I "lI'R ~
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~
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Proponent: Because of the observation of variety (of form) in their
knowledge (i.e., in various forms). If the sattva existing in a
woman is supposed to be apprehended in the essential pure
form by the co-wife, it would lead to the undesirable contingency of its apprehension by the husband and also the neutral
. and the person having the similar past impressions in the same
formY This is, however, undesirable. Therefore, the observation of the variety in the same constituent is of secondary form.
Moreover, the apprehension of the sattva of the woman is observed in its essential form afterwards on account of its attaining the essential form; by the co-wives which have a single
purpose and by those who are free from the past impressions.12
So also that (rajas) of the warriors by the wives of the noble
men staying in their own house with their husbands. Same is the
case with that (tamas ) of the clouds by the farmers who have
cut their crops. Therefore, me observation of variety of their
knowledge is secondary. Therefore, it is right that the constituents perform the function of generating each other, 13 and
they are not of the intermixed nature.
(Though opposite in nature the constituents

TWt
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work for a single purpose)
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As regards your statement that their co-existence does not hold
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good because the sattva stands in contradiction to others, we reply,
. sue h a contra diiction
. among t hee constituents.
consti
14
t h ere d oes exist

AND (THEIR) FUNCTION IS FOR A SINGLE PURPOSE JUST
LIKE THAT OF THE LAMP.
'What holds good' is the remaining sentence. Just as the function of wick, fire and oil which are opposed to each other becomes
completely permeated and remain together for a long time when they
come together as the parts of a lamp for serving as a means for illuminating, similarly, the function of sattva, rajas and tamas even
though opposed to each other is completely permeated and co-exists,
when they have become the means of single purpose after attaining
the form of intellect, etc.
~'qlcll<F*iF..<;:f{Fct

~

f41~<19. -CfiT ~

~

fcrUf~'1IG<fl<fl14<11

~?
Opponent:

If it is argued that it is not established because there is no

argument

to prove it? It may be like this. What is that argument

through which it is proved that the contradictory

objects per-

form the single act?
~-~trR~
I "TIT~ ~ ~
fcH'Ol;AI1
~ mrlfur qf.Jtl~('{lt;~ I tl~GlW:n~~:
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I (f~ ~ 'f1TCl11.~:
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~trR~
<1~q<flI{<fl(ClH
~
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~
~
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~
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mt ~
~~~q5!<flI:tI~,
~
fcffiq sf1l mt'l1TCf: I

Proponent,' It is possible because of the relation of principal and subordinate. The subordinate opponent is not opposed to the principal because the former is for the service of the latter. Hence,
they can act together. The relation of co-existence,

of course, is

not found between the two objects having the equal power. So
states lord Var~aga~ya "The form in excess and the function in
excess

contradict

the other

form and function

(which are

similarly in excess) and those (form and function) in their ordinary condition
example,

co-exist with those which are in excess.,,15 For

water and fire (co-exist)

in the act of cooking and
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perspiration, the shade and light in the act of manifesting the
subtle form', the cold and heat for the maintenance of the
generation. Thus, the co-existence of sattva, rajas and tamas is
proved just as that in the case of (the components of) lamp
even though they are opposed in nature.
(Mention of six characteristics does not imply the six constituents)
~ol'1l'1l«:lF~('ll;j<"l:

~,~~~'I1fCl'~
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Opponent: As regards your statement that the constituents are rnany
due to the differentiation of their nature in respect of being
buoyant, etc., we state:
If it is held that the constituents are many (being different
from each other) having different characteristics, they come to be six
constituents because of their having six characteristics.
If manyness among the sattva, etc., is due to the difference of
the characteristics like buoyancy, etc., there is the differentiation of
the buoyancy and illumination. Hence, there arises the undesirable
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contingency of granting it as two contituents. Similarly, the rajas also
comes to be two on account of excitement and mobility and the
tamas also comes to be two on account of its sluggishess and enveloping. If you hold that the buoyancy and illumination are non-different, they should not be spoken to be different. Or, if they are
different but the difference in cognition is not desirable, it comes to
mean that the constituent is one only. As regards your statement that
there is the attainment of the principal form (by the constituent) because of the service rendered through subordination by the subordinate, we reply:
If the saitv •. after attaining the subordinate form gives (lit. accomplishes) misery, the dissimilarity (of it with rajas) being ended,
the earlier objection16 is not alleviated.
If sattva attains the form of the rajas as it becomes subordinate
to the rajas and renders its service to the rajas, the notion of other independent form of each of the constituents comes to an end and,
thus, it leads to the conclusion that each constituent is of three forms.
Or (we get the idea that) there is origin of some other already existent form. Therefore, the answer to our objection remains only an
empty declaration because the defect shown earlier is not alleviated.
As regards your statement that on account of observation of their nature when -they have not become-subordinate, we state 'even a seer
cannot cognise them without their state of subordination'. Even to
great seer what is cognizable is only the action of the constituents
and not their state of existing in potential form because such state is
not cognizable. In that case their attainment of state of the principal
. and subordinate is compulsory. Thus, the concept of constituents is
abandoned by the one desiring to avoid the defects.17 Or, even
streched too far there is no alleviation of the defect of their intermixture of nature.
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Proponent : As regards your statement that there arises the undesirable contingency of admitting six constituents in case of
the one who speaks of the differetiation of the constituents
through the differentiation of their peculiar characteristics, because two characteristics are associated with each of the constituents, (we reply) it is not the case.
Why?
Because there cannot be the relation of subordinate and principal in case of the two (of the qualities of the constituents). It is observed here that the state of subordinate and principal takes place in
case of one object with the other object which is different as it is explained in case of a woman, warrior and the cloud. There is no relation of mutual subordination and principal between buoyancy and
illumination; between excitingness and mobility; and between sluggishness and enveloping. These are the qualities and not the other
object and, hence, there arises no undesirable contingency of the
constituents' being six.1S Moreover, it is not well established. It is not
well established anywhere that there are as many substances as
qualities. There in no investigation (or argumentation) of a case
through unestablished facts. Moreover, because there arises the undesirable contingency of absolute differentiation. There arises the un!desirable contigency of absolute differentiation in case of the one
who declares the differentiation through the difference of peculiar
characteristics because the characteristics are found associated differentlywith each object, (and, hence,) each object would be unique.
If this is undesirable, it should not be stated that the constituents are
six on account of different characteristics.
The objection that the earlier defect is not alleviated because
of attainment of the principal form by the subordinate one, is also
wrong.
Why?
Because we have spoken of the secondary sense. We have
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repeatedly stated that the variety in the understanding (or
knowledge) of the constituents is in the secondary sense.19 And, the
secondary sense is not real. Hence, yor are making an effort at a
wrong place. Your statement that the sattva, etc., which have not attained the state of principal and subordinate connot be known even
by the seers, is right. As regards your statement that the attainment
of the subordinate and the principal state refers to the effect (i.e., is
found in the case of effect) and as such it depends upon the complete
existence of the effect, (our reply is as follows). The woman, warrior
and the cloud are the subject of discussion. It is understood that the
constituents do not attain the subordinate state in them. The words
giving general sense are restricted to a particular sense through context. For example, if it is stated at the time of taking meals 'bring
saindhave (meanig both horse and salt)', the understanding is with
reference to the salt and not to horse, etc. Therefore, the mention of
faults in a great system of philosophy with no consideration of the
context is like a statement of children.2° Thus, through the mention
of the peculiar characteristics of the constituents, the three constituents are established.

-
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1.

2.

3.
4.

The sense is that the earth abounds in tamas and thus is having
the quality of darkness and enveloping. If the sttva would not illumine the objects, they would have always got darkness.
In the theory of the Samkhyas the senses proceed to the respective activity of their own and are not -prompted by any external
instrumentality. The self-motivation for activity is due to rajas
and less quantity of tamas.
The change in the objects is caused by rajas.
The manifoldness of the constituents is inferred from their unmixed qualities because the constituents are supra sensuovs and
hence their manifoldness cannot be directly cognised.

5. As this statement is not available in the present text, it can be assumed that it may have been made in that part of the text which
is not available to us. Similar assumption should be made in
similar cases in the other parts of the commentary on this
Karika.
6.

The meaning is that a woman, a warrior and the clouds are 0bserved to have the qualities of all the constituents as they are
pleasurable to some, painful to other and causing indifference to
the rest. Therefore, if it is admitted that the dominance of a certain constituent the rise of certain feeling each of the constituents would be considered as having all these forms or it
should be admitted that a new quality is manifested in these constituents.
The sense is that in a warrior rajas abounds but it excites
pleasure in the wife of a noble man because in that case the rajas
becomes subordinate to sattva. Similarly, it becomes subordinate
to the tamas in the miscreant when the latter shows indifference
to it.
The sense is like manifests like'. Though every object is composed of three constituents but one of them gets dominance
when it comes in contact with a similar constituents and the rest
of the constituents start assisting it. For example, a beautiful
woman gives pleasure to her husband as when the sattva of the
husband gets dominated when it finds sattva of his wife
dominated. As a matter of fact, this theory of Samkhya cannot
explain as to why does the rajas of the wife does not cause
dominance of the rajas of her husband. Thus, the dominance of
°

7.

8.
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one constituent in one object and the dominance of the same in
the other are inter-dependent for their knowledge.
9. i.e. they act according to their own nature giving rise to pleasure,
etc.
10. Milk is changed in taste when it modifies itself into curds, etc.
When it is not subordinate to anything else, as also in the mouth
of the one having advancement of bile. Similarly, it cannot be
absolutely ascertained in case of constituents also whether they
change the form of own or after their becoming subordinate to
the other.
11. The sense is that if the sattva is apprehended in its own form of
giving pleasure, it should be of this nature in everyone. Thus, the
sattva of a woman should equally give pleasure to the co-wives as
well as an indifferent person. It is, however, not so. Therefore,
it is proved that the constituents are not apprenended always in
their unmixed form.
12. It refers to the situation when thebeautiful woman is seen objectively without favour or prejudice towards her. Such a situation
arises when persons come together and work for a single purpose without individual interest. Thus, when all the co-wives act
for a single purpose of pleasing the king, the beautiful woman is
seen in its own form.
13. The text here gives a clue for the interpretation of the expression
anyonyajananavrttayah on which the coinmentary is not available. The expression according the Y.D. means to give rise to
the function of one constituent by becoming subordinate to it.
14. The objector is objecting against mutual co-existing of the constituents with an impression that the objects of mutually opposed
nature cannot act together.
15. The Quotstion occurs in the Yogabhasya 3.13. As informed by
Chakrabarti Vacaspati ascribes it there to Pancasikha. The
Yogabhasya quotes it to establish the non-contradiction between
the past and present states as also between the present and the
future states of an object. The Yuktidipika, however, proves that
when the form or function is in the states of pre-dominance over
each. Other, there is the contradiction but when one remains as
subordinate to the other, there is no contradiction between
them.
16. It refers to the objection that each of the constituents is of many
forms and not 'of one. It is clear from the next sentence.
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. 17. The fundamental position that the constituents are not perceptible but are inferred through their activities is given up at the
cost of defending the theory that each of the constituents has a
distinct nature of its own.
18. Single object may contain many qualities. Thus, the qualities do
not bring out the differentiation into object. It is the differentiation of objects only which may serve as the basis for differentiating the objects sepcrately.
19. In fact the constituents cannot be known separately. The
knowledge of each is spoken in the secondary sense.
20. The sense is that through the context it is clear that the constituents attain the state of principal and subordinate in the example of woman, warrior and the cloud given above. But the argument of the opponents depends upon the fact that they do not
attain the state of principal and subordinate.

KARIKA 14
(Undistinguishableness. etc., in Cosmic matter)
~-
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Opponent:
How should the non-discriminative and the group of
other qualities be determined?

~::Jtrc-acP<lI(¢ f~4~lOtll<l
~

(1i!Of",~fq;~:

flll1l04I1~(1;jSlflt1E1ti'ffi1
(qit, ~~) I q;ql1t11114d

~"$r.

afiqd14IS 'iITCffilI

m:

~
1ulf",Q4'1l:
I ~ rc-ttll(q¥i~(1'1~ SlflElf!i~ ~~
~ltslfdqli!O~'4II1; I (1{:1I«1Rilttffl~
v$ttt Eil1iUlliif",{)'f:I

mftr~-

Proponent : THE QUALITIES OF NON-DISCRIMINATIVE,
ETC., ARE ESTABLISHED BY THEIR NATURE OF
BEING COMPOSED OF THE THREE CONSTITUENTS.
Whatever is composed of the three constituents is non-discriminative, object of knowledge, common, non-conscious and
productive. (Ka. 11).
If it is asked how is it known (the reply is )
BECAUSE OF THEIR ABSENCE IN THE OPPOSITE OF THAt

Because the opposite of that composed of three constituents is
the conscious entity. The objectivity, non-consciousness and productivity are not found in that. We shall establish it later on. Therefore,
through elimination there is non-contradiction of these qualities in
case of the manifest.2
~,

(f1!lT ~

~

(qit,~~) ~

I~

q;~ Slfdq'd&l'{~-
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r"!lUllrG:~rJlrd ?

Opponent : You have stated earlier that the cosmic matter also is
similar to that (Ka. 11). How, then, it should be understood
that cosmic matter also is composed of the three costituents,
etc.?

ChHUI1UII(4tCh(qI(q)14f4ICl1*6QfQ ~
~ q;I{UI!lUII~* q;r:f ~
~

l{ ~~

~

I cxffl;

"f

II~){ II
~!l0lllyq<.'1~ I dtt'tI«flI{UIJl-

(f~I"1I<f1l1q;rJlrd
~ICflIJl:r'lI!11{
I r~.liJ~JlI;fiqG:~i'1~dG:i~14:
CfiUftr I ~
SI~~\qqlG:r~6£lIJl:
II ~'\! II

Propenent : THE NON-MANIFEST IS ALSO ESTABLISHED
(TO BE SO) ON THE GROUND THAT THE EFFECT IS
OF THE NATURE OF CAUSE.
It is observed here that the effect like a cloth is of the nature of
the cause. And, the properties as composed of the three constituents,
etc., are found in the manifest. Therefore, it is possible to infer that
its cause is also of the same nature. The authority has merely mentioned the theory here. We shall adduce the logical justification for it
at proper occasions.

KARIKA 14
1
2.

The compound is dissolved as tasya (gunasya) viparyaye abhavat.
This is established through sesavat type of inferance that these
qualities are found in the manifest objects.

KARIKA-15
~,
~

q;r:f~

q;1(Onq~..m·~tlY<!:lfC::SHill:,
~

W

~~'lfCITS'1qll&4ij

>rWT: I aT?!" CflI41q~..m~

«ftftr

I

~tlY<!:li!.11IYM~

~tlY<!J<l{)~

*q;rif ~
CflI41t/!!(CII(SlqR

~ d@RtllYM CflI(OIlCiffilf<l(-

I

Opponent : If the properties of the effect are found in the cause,
there arises the undesirable contingency of being caused, etc.,
in the case of the cosmic matter because there is no difference
between the two (cause and effect). If the existence of the
properties perceived in the effect is admitted in cause also,
there arises the undesirable contingency of existence of the
properties like having a cause, etc., in the cosmic matter because these are observed in the effect. If inspite that they are
commonly found in the effect, the properties like having a
cause, etc., are not desired in the cause, in that case the existence of others also should not be admitted in the cause.
~

~, ~~qfctil~

fWR ~tlY<I<41sf1:f~

<m I Cf?fl1.?

CflI{olf~f<1
~

d<qClI<fc!~HI<tI CflI(OI~OIlCl"lCfl(CII{ifl14tll('1O!~1
~

<tR dlq~tlY<I<4't ~

I~

~ CflI4Cfll(ol~qfC!ur~(CII<qClI~
fcfm~qR

~,'tldCfl(CII{ifl14~CI

CflIU«lI<"t~IF~~11{I 3ldtlY<!J<1l:"Sl"qRS'1qIIYI'llchhf"l ~
~(Ff

11fcrof%1:

(Ff

I 3lf'"l('1O!(CIliil
~1lIjf-<ij~YHY11qlt\CflY&1IM(CIlfc:r'l~-

~~
I 3lfc!~'FlI<llf1~
I d~I{ifl14CflI(OI'WfT'1qIIYI~tlY<!0I~qqle::,~

~:
~
'l

CfiK-

~d{d(~~CflI(OIB~JCI:

~:I

Proponent: No, because their exception is known because of their opposition in nature. There arises the undesirable contingency of
the occurrence of the properties like having a cuase, etc., in the
cause through the probans that the effect is of the nature of
cause. However, their exception is known through the opposi-
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tion of the nature of effect and the cause.

How?
If the properties like having a cause, etc., are found in the cosmic matter on the ground oftheir occurrence in the manifest, the
cosmic matter would be an effect on account of being a product, and
it would not be a cause. And, being destructible and on account of
being non-eternal, not favouring others, and non-pervasive, etc., it
would be devoid of the power of giving rise to varions products.
Since the properties like not having a cause, etc., are admitted in the
manifest, then without the possibility of the cause of those kinds, they
would not be the effect at all. The properties like non-discriminative,
etc., do not mutually oppose the nature even while existing in both.
Therefore, because of the acceptance of the relation of cause and effect, the properties like having a cause, etc., form the exception. The
existence of the others in the cause is established.1
(Similarity between manifest and cosmic matter presupposes
the existence of cosmic matter)

~<Ff

ctll(OI!l0Il(l1ctl~I(i.flP.hOllIOlhflqftr

'Ol:fCR1I01OOlifC1lil:
ctlI4ctll(OI"1ICfISlFB~:I

ft::r.&fl:mr~

M fu

?

I ~

OllifC1IOlFkl41: ~

~

B1T<l1 mqfu-~ I dfJ"ll<::~ifC1~d11

Opponent: Your statement that the non-manifest also is proved (to
be so), because the effect is of the nature of the cause, is also
wrong.
Why?
Because the relation of effect and cause is not well-established
between the manifest and the non-manifest. This would have been
the case if the manifest and the non-manifest would be established as
the effect and cause mutually. That is, however, not established.
Therefore, it is wrong.
f~'I1~"1llfilR1FIOIFd
ctlI4ctll(OT'I1!ci'rs~:,

~

~

q<t q~:-~:

flliriid'{,

fcrffl

~"1llfilR1~

&f'ctl10ll'ctl41:

CflI4ctll(OI"1ICfISlF*1FOG:(CllFB'l::1
I~ ~

cwnct?
TI~ ~

"F1Filrli~410!J~:r:mJ'Rf "lFClUl<flF<lI d'cilI~'CflI"i I
3Rf'l1~

GfI!IT ~

I ~

fi?;ICflf~~:

~

I~

fclitq:

i

<1fJ"1l<::~'ctl~<1<::qlF<l
I

If it is argued that on account of lack of a particular (reason)
hoth are similar? It may be like this. As you said that the relation of
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cause and effect is not well established in case of the manifest and
the non-manifest, we also state that the non-establishment
of the
relation of cause and effect between them is also not estabiished.
Since there is no particularity, both the aspects will be similar.2
That is, however, wrong.
Why?
Because of the non-establishment
of the existence. It is right
that there would be the similarity of both (the aspects) if the particularity is not put forward. The particularity here is that existence
of the non-manifest is not established. Therefore, it is wrong.
~

CfiI{O!'ictCf«:lI'llUifiOOl
'if CfiI4«:lI<OlJUifh?,I~Sif<lqf-an:f<l~

% i cwt q;r~*
\lfCl14tFa I ~

~

I Elc!IF<CfiI4
~
I qu~~:

I 3ffi(f~ \lIF.:ol1lill\'[ I <ro"~ 11Tll1-

{4Y~"II(OPi'lqfWICfjI<:1I(1ils:tl'lr'tlci'1'1{1olll{1 ~~
~
Elll<l'1I1{1 cwt ~<CliUiI1(1:~:
~'tl1ci<Cfj~I<Bl

~sv.r

? 3l~CfiH1I1 :

<IT:ll""Cf>T(U'f <i<OlJUifllf<lI i1ci'.l11qq"'11{1~

~i!ICfif~Chl 'if CfjI4W1(qfrr~

~-

Sifl1i1«:lI't1~If«I1N Cfii{OI,{ctcii

I qu~

~~sv.r

~~
flTlfTf<q-

Cfjl{ollct=lmEllClf<F<l ?

If it is argued that there is the justification for the existence of
the non-manifest because the effect presupposes the cause and the
manifest is the effect? It may be like this. The effect is observed as
produced from the cause. If the effects like pot are taken to be nonmanifest (before and after their worldly existence) because
of
their nature of being known, it also deserves to have some cause; and
whatever is the cause of that is the non-manifest itself.
That is also wrong.
Why?
Because of certainty. Here, the accidental origination of the effect is also observed just as that of a rainbow; the origination of nonexistent from delusion (is also observed) just as the maya, dream,
jugglery, mirage, a fire brand and the city of the gandharvas (a class
of semi-gods); it is also observed as taking place from some existent
cause just as that of [he pot, etc., from clay, etc. If the effect is nonmanifest, there arises the doubt as to whether its originat.ion is accidental like that of rainbow, or from an existent cause like that of
pot, etc.
(Proofs for the existence of cosmic matter)
~-

'1ICfiFfI1Cfi4~«icf
~

I~
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~

qRql~lI({.

t1(qf{f~d

<Wi ~

,:mf"d{~1

(lO~~CflOII"1II{ I ~
~:

I ~"CfIRUt

II ~

I ml¥1T 'icll§;{quf"1I~~iJ6$ifttHlCfigS4~-

1'i6C:O~CflRf.s::t1dri'lW"l61~~~:
dC:Oi.1041i1{
I

~R6~filC6ltji

I dB"lI~(iflI{OI't

.

«i@«I(1Riq;gffi <1dltjqlf@c6 ~

T.f ~

«q 11(1'(11
Proponent: The manifest is not causeless, or accidental and not from
a non-existent cause as well.
Why?
(Finiteness of objects)
BECAUSE OF FINITE NATURE OF THE SPECIFIC OBJECT.

The finite object is observed to originate from the existent
(cause) just like the origination of the roof, sprout, leaf, stalk, husk,
chaff, ~wn, flower, sap and the particles of rice. The specifc objects
like intellect, egoism, senses, sublte elements and the gross elements
are finite in magnitude. Therefore, they arise from an existent cause.
Whatever is the cause of these, is the non-manifest.
Here ends the third discourse ofthe commentary Yuktidipika
on sathkhyakarikii as also the first chapter.
CflB"lIC:O@"'li.104'ifll{
? 3!fI<t;C:Ol"1llOif\:!qr:lOiIOlc:o~r'll(t I ~

3lm-

-if<r.

tzl 1"4dl{,

<~CflIf.;{jci1 ~

3lfuTN lOiltllt4Y~\ljI<'1lj;f<=t~ip:HllOiM

~

~

qr:lOilOlfl"lfd I CW{T-

I

Opponent : For what reason does the non-manifest exist? Because
the limited magnitude is observed in case of the non-existent
specific objects as well.
If it is argued that it (the above reason )is not .conclusive? It
may be like this. The limited magnitude is found in case of the
specific objects like maya, dream, jugglery, etc. Therefore, the reason
in not absolute.

~

~

I ~?

";f

lOi6C:OI<t1~*1t1Cf1I~ mu'ilil«llq"<l

N ~ ~sfur,
ll>c?J(q?l~ I

QJ1lqf~{cfI(q~04

~

I
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Proponent: This is not the case.
Why?
There is no restriction in their case that they should originate
from this much and not from othersr' The intellect, etc., which disappear at the state of dissolution, originate from the specific cause only.
Therefore, the reason is conclusive.

am, qrtl1loll;jCH'~I~
Wnurr:

~a:tljI1111q<:'1~:

q;ffi 11~<'!"C::~1
~-

CflI<:'1~?"'ljq<:'1~:
1~,~
1 3icil(jI'1I'I(j~l~

CflI<:'1I:{\'1fFW
'SIft:rf..&: 1 •••m'?JMIl_

(1([1

Opponent : The limited magnitude is not settled because it is not
found in the two periods of time (past and future). It is true
that the intellect, etc., are possessed of magnitude at the
present time only because it is known so through perception
and inference. Their limited magnitude is not well known (to
exist) in the past and the future time. Therefore, it is wrong.
~

~, ~

>i1110Iljq<:'1~:1 ~<,!,,;ft~(jlq~l ~

CflI<:'1~l'1fF«1
'SIft:rf..&: 1~

3icfl(jI'1I'I(j4t~

~~(j~CflII1111IUq

~C::l'1qf\"lIlHh

Proponent : It is not so because no proof is found for the opposite
case as well. It is possible to infer that at present time these
objects are finite. They are not known so or otherwise in their
past and future periods of time. Therefore, there arises no undesirable contingency of uncertainty with regard to their finite
. d e. 4
magrutu

am, 'Rr~C::l'1qf\"lI'1IC[1

~

'Yftlnut

l1m'id~ll1l0:4
~

11~C::I;l'1i~ 'Rr ~ql1j6ljf(j4il

qrt;i§t!£{ 1 ~S~\lrqlC::1'(flf~f(j
~

~ ~~ql~II1I0:4,

1Cfitl1TC[? 3T"Wffil1

-.m q: ~

~

d(qrtI1101l~am

~~

~~~-

f41~(jq,
~

3ffur-mtuurt

m 1 ~1 ~1{C\Q1I1I~
mJ1T-

"4qrtCfl<."Y"lIC[1

Opponent : Because the identity of all products is not settled. The
magnitude of the (finite) products of intellect, etc., like the
gods, men and the animal and also that of the pot, etc., connot
be established.s
If you argue that the argument is wrong because it is included
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in generality? It may be like this, The generality of the gross elements
is found in case of the bodies, and the generality of the earth, etc., is
found in case of the pot, etc., and since those (causes) are finite in
magnitude, these would also be finite in magnitude.f
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because of the absence (of generality). The generality according to you, is not something different from the substance, because
you have postulated generality as the similarity of form itself.6
~";f,

(If':lI'*1{11~:

I mqfu

~

~

~~(lF'CI~

f~

~~
(If':lI'*1{:iaj(lll{ I IOlrlt{(ls;ct>~141~flll~
qqF"dRFd~C'4~(l11 ~~iRTfqTI~
~oqCl6lil ";f~mrq~:

<l~1'dl4(J"t1~~~I (WlT-

fu:wf ~

qR4101l<::@'l~

Proponent

: No, there is no possibility of different essence (in dif-

I

ferent types of the same object). What we intend to say is that
the specific objects are limited in magnitude
ferentiation

due to the dif-

in essence of the elements. We have expressed also

the same as we have stated above. If there is variety of essence,
you should speak. Your statement
for generality

that there is no justification

as a distinct element in your theory is true. (In

this respect), we say that we also do not reject the practical activities through that kind of generality.i
lished that the non-manifest

Therefore,

it is estab-

exists because the specific objects

are finite in magnitude.
(Homogeneity)

flq;q~I1.

~~mW1:rIT~~

~1(R1~pr~PRIa.111l{

~~:
~1~1a.11i W"!l !Fd: I ~sfl1
'
«l<::oq'dll{ I (l(J"tI<::@O!oq'dlt[
I

~

13lfur~

~ ~ ~S«lF~(lFcdlt'jl-

Moreover
BECAUSE

OF HOMOGENEITY

It is observed

here that whatever is found in many specific ob-
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jects (i.e., the homogeneous element in many specific objects) exists
(as the essence of them) just as the clay in the case of pot, etc. The
word, etc., are homogeneou in respect of pleasure, pain and indifference. Therefore, these (pleasure, etc.,) exist. When these pleasure.
etc., exist without particularity, that state is the non-manifest. Therefore, the non-manifest exists.
~,'1IFtl<i::<"1I<t I ~'1:
SlFctq'dOllF"'lf(j
?

!(1"<:1<::.(j~

$~Cl<::SlFtl<i::1{
~ ~

Opponent: No,because it is not established. It is not established that
the pleasure, etc., are commonly found in the word, etc.
Through which reason should it be understood?
~

dg;F.s:F'1F"'l'd<"1I<t
I ~ !(1"<:~!(T(C\qn:pt~

~'p IIf{1{9 5>~!{)61CflI{I:>rrfURt~
~

~

~~

fClfiW'I{Fclil-

m-

I (:r;~p:n~"!("ff
~l;F"Ijc<:tI
<::llf<1

I OO~ "l,<.,If<f'i1: !(ICfl<1I<::ll:I ClfJ1I$IIFtlF.s::
w'iO<jllf4Fct I

Proponent : Because it serves as the cause of that. It is observed here that there arises in the beings the knowledge in the form
of pleasure, pain and indifference due to the contact of word, touch,
form, taste and smell, in accordance with the particular type of the
past impressions of the beings. Whatever produces a paricular type
of knowledge, that (quality) exists in the object of knowledge just as a
fragment (is endowed with the fragrance) of sandalwood, etc. Therefore, the homogeneity is not disproved.'

~,

~:

art'tr.& ~

~:

I ~?
fittTa.lOiCflI4f(q~<::!(T'1I<t
I "'1"~
CflI{Olfi~!(lqq CflI4g:(q~~ I fcf; <l'ffi fittT8JUt 31fT.1,IO'l!(I"<:IF<
1·"Cf)~ ? "'1"

5lfl'iqollr<fCI~sft;Rqr~crr~:
C'ti{gI~j'IClI:~

1"'1"'f il{j<::oslf<fCI'IWf:~:

I QfJ1T-

~<11i01415f1{
I

Opponent: The homogeneity is unestablished .
Why?
Because of the observation of the effect of dissimilar nature.
This is not a rule that the effect arises as similar to the cause.
On the contrary, it is of dissimilar nature as in the case of fire smoke
and word.
How?
The fire is not of the nature of grass, etc.; nor is the smoke of
the nature of fire; nor is the word of the nature of drum, stick, etc.
Therefore, il is merely a wishful thinking that the pleasure, etc., are
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found in the word, etc.
fcri)Mo«=ll([I W9lf~:
~oe:lfc::o~\iF&?IM(lI'{
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I ~{)FqCflR:

';{~ '1~ ~{)«\q~qFfl!Wt I ~

~ ~If~

~

Wr m~

I

';{ ~
~
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I CW1ffl ~{)fqCflR:~: I "(f;f~
fcK1a.10ICflI4f(qF"de::fl11e:F{l.ros;<:J<f
~~oe:1'dll{ I o~lq'dlqo1. ~W<l~Ie:@OlOll~I

Proponent: No, because of the specification .We have specified in
the beginning that the word, etc., are of the nature of pleasure
,etc. The notion in the form of pleasure, etc., arises in their association only. Therefore, they do not belong to different
genus. Your statement that there arises the undesirable contingency of admitting that the evolutes of the cosmic matter are
not of the genus of the cosmic matter because of the observation of the origination of the fire, etc., as dissimilar to their
causes, is wrong.
Why?
Because the sense intended is not understood (by you). We do
not say that effect is of the genus of that whose modification it is . On
the contrary, (we accept that) to whatever genus a particular effect
belongs, it is the effect of that. Therefore, this is wrong. Moreover.
because of the non-establishment of the example.
The example that the fire, etc., do not correspond to the genus
of their cause, is not established.
Why?
Because of the fact that they (fire,etc.,) follow the powers and
potencies (of their causes). To explain, fire and smoke follow the viscidity of skin and pipe of sandal wood, etc., as also the sharpness,
etc., (of the fuel). Word is a product of a drum, but it does not subsist
in the form of the drum·only. It is still to be proved that the word is
manifested by the stroke of the stick just as (the object is) manifested
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by the lamp. Anyone of the form, etc., also is not of the form of a substance because they are the attributes of the colection. Therefore, the
word is not a modification of the drum.9 Thus, the statement that
homogeneity is not established because of the observation of the
origination of the effect of some dissimilar' nature,is wrong. Therefore, it :is right
that the non-manifest exists on account of
homogeneity.
(Potency of Functioning)
fcf;~1

~:~I
~

~

CfiIFilffil&l *{F-a{iq~~
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Moreover,

BECAUSE THE FUNCTIONING IS DUE TO POTENCY.
Whatever functioning is observed here in the world, it is all due
to the potency, It is just as the activity of the potter for producing the
pot is due to the potency in the form of arrangement of the instruments like stick.IO Since the manifest is an effect, its activity is due to
that (potency). Therefore, there should be (admitted) the potency in
case of that also. Whatever is the potency, is the non-manifest itselfY Therefore, the non-manifest exists.
(Potency is not born at the time of activity)
3ire, ~:
~'Wf:
, ~~:
I <:JR ~IF'dl'ifctCfiI SI'iF-aRF(I
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~H1HI(ijSf'€h I >r~I~Cfi(ij11i1
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I~

~~e:Cfl("<l111qq~{~

Opponent

: Before the commencement

~IF~n:FdI
of the activity there is no

potency because the activity is not observed

(at that time). If

the activity is caused by the potency, you should admit that as
long as the activity is not observed,

that potency

also is not

there; this becomes contingent.
Why?
If in the presence of the potency there is no effect, there arises
the undesirable contingency of absence of the essential nature (of the
potency). If the potency, even though present, would not give rise to
the effect due to some obstruction, the potency would come to be impotency. Therefore, the potencies of the objects originate at the time
of activity only due to the comimg together of the other assisting objects. And, those potencies meet the destruction then and there. The
statement that there is the potency for producing the manifest also
because the potency is observed before the activity also, is wrong.
Moreover, there is no justification of the postulation of the difference
or non-difference
(from cosmic matter). Here, the potency may be
the cosmic matter itself or differnt from the cosmic matter.
What ensues from this discussion?
If the potency is the cosmic matter itself, the difference of
potencies is understood from the difference of effefcts; thus, it gives
rise to the undesirable contingency of manifoldness of the cosmic
matter due to the difference of potencies.12 Or, on account of the
oneness of the cosmic matter, there will arise the undesirable contingency of onesss of powers which are not different from the cosmic
matter. From this will result the absence of manifoldness of the effectsY If with a view that the above defect may not arise, the difference of the potencies from the cosmic matter is accepted, even
when the different potencies are established through activities, it becomes contingent that the existence of the cosmic matter is not established (through this reasoning).14 Moreover, the statement (of
description) of the nature of cosmic matter becomes contingent. After
admitting the difference of the cosmic matter from the ootencies, it
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becomes impossible to describe that this is the essential form of the
cosmic matter in its own (unevolved) form. Therefore, on account of
the impropriety of the postulation of the difference or non-difference
(between the cosmic matter and potencies)the potency should not be
postulated.
.
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Proponent: As regards (your) statement that since no activity is observed before the activity, there is no potency, we reply, it is
not so, because it is not well established. The cause is the potency and the activity is the effect. It is not established in the world
that there is no effect when it is not oberved. As regards the
statement that in the absence of the production of the effect
the essential nature of the potency is abandoned, we reply, it is
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not so, because there is the example of lamp. It is just as there
is the potency of illuminating the pot, etc., in the lamp, but it
cannot illumine the pot, etc., due to the capacity of the obstruction in the form of a wall, etc., it cannot (in this case) be said
that the capacity of lamp to illumine is incapable. In the same
way, there may be the potency of the other objects also before
activity. Nor would there be the abandonment of its essential
nature due to the non-observation of the activity (at that time).
As regards your statement that there is the origination of the
potency in the objects at the time of the activity itself due to the
association (or collecting together) of the assisting objects, we
reply: it is not established because it depends upon the potency.
Here, all the agents depend upon their own potency and select
the assisting objects in accordance with the capability of that
(his own potency). If that would not exist before the activity of
that, there would be the undesirable contingency of non-selecting the means because the nature of the means is not ascertained without such potency.IS This is, however, not desirable.
Therefore, the potency does exist before activity. As ragards
your statement that its destruction takes place then only (immediately after activity), we reply, it is not so, because the completion of the effect is observed. If destruction would take
place at the time of the activity itself, there would not have
been the completion of the effect because the effect is caused
by that. (completion) is, however, there.Therefore, the destruction of the potency does not take place at the time of activity itself.
If it is argued that the completion of the effect takes place due
to the origination of uniting together (i.e., series) of the similar
potencies, we reply, no because there is no possibility of origination
at the very time of destruction. It would be like this. When the one
potency is destroyed after accomplishing the part to be accomplished
within a moment, there arises another potency similar to that and
when that is destroyed, the other originates and so on and so forth.
Thus, through the continuity of potency the completion of the effect
takes place. This is also wrong.
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Why?
Because there is no possibility of origination at the time of
destruction. What is the reason (to determine) that the potency
which is (born) new at the time of destruction completes the effect,
and the old itself does not subsist. Moreover, because the defect of
immutability is alleviated. We have already stated the alleviation of
the defect of undesirable contingency of immutability of all the objects arising through postulating the existence of the object after a
moment. Therefore, there is no destruction of the potencies at the
time of activity. Nor does it take place after the activity.
Why?
Because the activity is observed again also.
If it is argued that the other activity takes place when the new
potency is produced, (we reply), no, because there is no reason.
What is the reason to determine that the other (fresh) potency arising after the destruction of the earlier serves as the cause of the other
activity, and not the same.
If it is argued that it is because the earlier has served its purpose, we reply, it is not so because it is not admitted by us. The
potency is not admitted for the purpose of a single pot. In that case,
it does not perish after completing a single pot; the pots are supposed to be accomplished through the same reason. Therefore, the
potencies subsist in all the three periods of time.
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As regards your further statement that there is no propriety in
postulating either of the difference or non-difference (or the potencies from the cosmic matter), we reply, if the potencies be non-different from the cosmic matter, there arises no undesirable
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contingency of admitting manifoldness (of cosmic matter) or the
oneness of the potencies.
Why?
Because the usage of number depends upon knowledge and
through the rejection of the cause of knowledge it is of the nature of
the potency of the cosmic matter. Here also, the usage of number
depends upon knowledge.
Why?
Whatever gives rise to the knowledge of non-difference, is one,
and at the state of cosmic matter the potencies give rise to the
knowledge of one because all the differentiations are marged there.
Therefore, the potency is one only and on account of the knowledge
of differentiation at the time of activity, it attains differentiation in
the form of potency of the gods, potency of men, etc. Therefore,
these (potencies) do not come to be one and, hence, it is not that
there is no propreity in the postulation of its difference or non-diffrentiation (from cosmic matter).16
If it is argued that the potencies cannot be understood to exist in
the non-manifest through their being observed in the manifest? It may
be like this. The potency and the activity are observed in case of
manifest only and not the non-manifest. In some respect the manifest
is proved as different from this potentiality and not the cosmic matter.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because it is proved through the inference based 011 generalo
bservation. Just as after observing the attainment of some other place
through activity in case of Devadatta, the act of moving in case of
planets, which is absolutely non-perceptible, is inferred through their
attainment of the other place. Similarly, on account of control of activity by the potency and on account of abundance of activity in the
manifest the absulutely invisible potency should be admitted. Thus is
established that due to the fact that the activity is caused by potency,
the unmanifest exists.
(Difference between cause and effect)
fcr;T~I·<..t1. I
ctiHOlctil4Fq~

cwui ~ q;r:f ~ Cf>I{OICf>14cr:ITfcr'l1PT:
fl:1fu ~urr ft~lcHl!1lq4
fcf'l1fliT <:f: ~

Cf>l{olCf>14Fc('I1fTT::I~ Cf>l{olfiOj~ cwfCf>1(olCf>14fCl'l1PT: Id<Cjf*l!1d~
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I (Rl~ ~1~"1I~"1(l!lil(o"f<::: I 3lfuf ~

C::11"4Cfff\!l~~,

.ns~li*:jff\!lJl

~

~rtfq\j"I«i{l'llf<-

\lICf«i<::Olfdl9:I

Moreover,
BECAUSE OF THE OIFFERENCE BETWEEN CAUSE AND
EFFECT.
The compound 'cause and effect' denotes the cause as well as
the effect. The difference between those two L denoted by the expression 'difference between the cause and effect'. The difference
between the cause and the effect refers to the difference through the
knowledge putting them separately as 'this is the cause and 'this is
effect'. That difference is observed to be caused by the objects existing separately just is the case with bed, seat, charriot and foot, etc.
There is certainly the differentiation into cause and effect in case of
the manifest. Therefore, it is also caused by the separately existent
objects. Whatever is that separately existent object, is the unmanifest.
am, ~

Ff

fu

~1~"1I(!,l'1iCflI(OICflI4fCl'l1flT:
q:;f~~

I

~{l'IIc::gtt>~~11

Opponent: It is wrong because it (the difference through causal relation) is not observed. No differentiation into cause and effect is
experienced in case of bed, etc. Therefore, this is wrong.
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I
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Proponent: No, since the effect and cause are synonymous with the
favouring and the favoured, there is intended the relation of accomplished and the accomplisher in the form of the effect and
the cause. What is then the relation of the favoured and the
favouring? That does exist in case of the bed, etc., and the
manifest. Therefore, this statement is not wrong (or carelessly
made).
(constituents are matually cause and effect)
am,'li:

~'104tt>f4 qH"Hf4 CflI4CflI(OI\fTCf~ ?

Opponent: What is the relation of being mutually effect and cause in
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case of the manifest?
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Proponent:

~

~4st"{f"(\fcW"l'1(q:

The way there is the activity of the constituents,

I

viz., sat-

tva, rajas and tamas by favouring each other through their attributes

of

illuminating,

activity

and

restraint,

we

have

explained

so under the aphorism that they are of the nature of

pleasure,

pain and indifference

(ka. 12). The identity of sub-

stratum of word, etc., in the earth, etc., is for the sake of each
other.

There is the refinement

That

location,

knowledge,

of each other by the word. etc.

instrumentality

and

the

act of generating

of the organs are matual. The activity, destruction

of the defective part, growth, decay and manitenance

through

the organs are mutual. (Similarly) there is mutual service of understanding

amongst gods, men and animal through the acts of

arranging the things according to the season, sacrifices, fostering and taking food. Similarly, the performing their own duties
in case of the (four) castes is (mutually dependent).
similar situations

The other

should be observed in the worldly behaviour

as possibility is found.
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Opponent:

That is wrongj because there is no possibility of succes-

sion and simultaneity.

The mutual favouring through illumina-

tion, activity and restraint

among the constituents

accepted

by

you may be in succession or simultaneously.
What is the result of this discussion?
That is not possible in succession.
Why?
Because when one proceeds to activity without requiring the
other, the other two would also do so in the same way. (Even) if the
sattva illumines first through the own power without requiring other
constituents, that is supposed to be subservient to the other two.
Hence, just like the sattva the others also will' perform their function
without requiring the favour of others. In this way the subservience
does not serve any purpose. Now, to alleviate the defect the simultaneity is resorted to. That is also wrong.
Why?
Because those who are born at a time cannot be mutually subservient just as the horns of the cow. Moreover, there is no propriety
in both the alternatives of existence or non-existence. Does the sattva
illumining itself exhibit the already existent illumination in the rajas
and tamas or does it exhibit the light which was not in existence in
them.
What ensues from this discussion?
If the sattva illumines the light already existing in the other two,
there will be a single- constituent since all are of one nature.
Moreover, there arises the undesirable contingency of the independent nature of the other constituent as in the case with the sattva.
Just as there is the power of illlumining in the sattva and, hence, it illumines without requiring the other constituents; similarly, the other
two also would do so and, hence, the defect does not arise (in our
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argument). Or, the power of illumining which did not exist earlier
arises through the contact of the sattva and rajas and tamas. Thus,
the statement that the potencies exist even before activity, carries no
force.
If the sattva illumines the light already existing in the other two,
there will be .a single constituent since all are of one nature.
Moreover, there arises the undesirable contingency of the independent nature of the other constituent as in the case with the sattva.
Just as there is the power of illlumining in the sattva and, hence, it illumines without requiring the other constituents; similarly, the other
two also would do so and, hence, the defect does not arise (in our
argument). Or, the power of illumining which did not exist earlier
arises through the contact of the sattva and rajas and tamas. Thus,
the statement that the potencies exist even before activity, carries no
force.
Then, this is to cut at the very root of the theory of pre-existence of the effect. Moreover, because it is not cartain. It is not certain that the objects mutually subservient are caused by some existing
object. The sattva, etc., are subservient to each other but are caused
by some existing object. Hence, the statement that due to the differentaition into the cause and effect in case of the objects the unmanifest exists, is wrong.
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Proponent: As regards your objection that there is mutual favour because there is no possibility of succession and simultaneity, (we
reply), let the favour be sumultaneous. As regards the statement that there is no favour in case of the two objects originating simultaneously just as the horns of the cow, we reply, it is
not so, because there is no possibility (or justification) otherwise. The impossibility of mutual favour in the case of the horns
of the cow is not on account of their origination at a time. On
the contrary, it is on account of absence of a single act. In case
of the objects which perform single act becoming subservient is
not obstructed through their taking place at a time just as
through the act of being capable to support and collecting
together and providing shape and space in case of earth etcP
The mutual favour is not found in case of the hoof and the
horn which are located in hody even though they do not
originate simultaneously. Therefore, simultaneous and successive origination are not the cause for favouring others or otherwise. Moreover, it is observed so. It is observed that in going
upward very fast the air and merry-go-round, etc., mutually
favour and there is no fault. Similar may be the case with the
constituents as well. If it is argued that it is caused by contact, it
should be established first whether the contact is a distinct entity or merely the attainment or association. As regards the
statement that because of the impossibility in postulating the
alternatives (about the illumination, etc.) as already existent or
non-existent, we reply, it is wrong.
Why?
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The fault does not arise when their favour is like lame and the
blind. Just as in the case of the lame and the blind throughthe contact of both, neither there is the manifestation of the existent power
of seeing and going in each other, nor is it the manifestation of nonexistent, still there is the accomplishment of a single act; or just as
the potencies of mutual favour are manifest in the earth, etc., (and) it
is not through the potency of the other; similarly, there may be that
(favour) of the constituets too. The statement that because of its not
being certain, is wrong.
Why?

Because the scripture is not understood properly. In our theory
the other states of the constituents and that without requiring some
other state is denoted by the term cause and effect,18 because we do
not accept the meaning of cause and effect (current in your theory).
The subservience caused by them is not found in the case of the constituents situated in the state of cosmic matter, and because of their
possessing (qualities in) the nature of potency only, their nature of illuminating, etc., is not distinctly visible (in that state). When they attain the state of non-equilibrium, the constituents without losing the
form of illumination, etc., attain subservience caused by that (potency). Therefore, without understanding the scripture that after admitting the favour in evolved form of the constituents, its being caused
by some existent object is not contradicted,
it is stated by you that
the reason is not conclusive. If it is argued that there arises the undesirable contingency of non-admitting
the favour afterwords (in
evolved form) because favour is not admitted in the state of cosmic
matter ? It may be like this. If at the time of the initial movement in
the constituents there is the abandonment of that state by the constituents throu~h their own power, in the later state also it would be
like this only. 1 Hence, the favour is in the state of cosmic matter
also and, consequently, it is not that the reason is not non-conclusive.
It is not so.
Why?

Because it may be due to own potency, as in the case of fire. Just
as the subtle fire itself produces a subtle (very less) light, but requires
the oil, wick, etc., in illuminating the pot, etc., the initial movement
in the constituents is caused by their own potency and that for the
sake of intellect, etc., is through favour. Therefore, it is right to say
that on account of the difference of the cause and effect the un'manifest exists.
(Merging

of effect in the cause)

I
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Moreover,

BECAUSE OF THE RE-UNION

OF THE WORLD OF EFFECT.

Here, the re-union of all the worldly effects is observed just as
of water, etc. Water, earth and intellect, etc., are of the form of
worldly objects. Therefore, they would also be re-united. Whatever
is that (ultimate re-union), that is the unmanifest. Therefore, the unmanifest exists.
?
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Opponent: What are the worldly effects or what is the world?
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Proponent : Through the term worldly effects we speak of the
particular form or arrangement.t'' Since the particular is
caused by the general, whatever is that (ultimate) object, that is
conveyed through the statement that because there is the reunion of the worldly effects. Through these five probans of
direct inference is proved that the umanifest is the cause of the
manifest.
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Objection: This involves the undesirable contingency of its opposition (by equally important theories) because the other causes
are not refuted. You said that the cosmic matter is the cause capable
of producing the universe. Similarly, the other systems speak of
atoms, Purua, Isvara, acts, luck, nature (of the objects), time, chance
and non-existence as the cause of the universe and they are not
refuted (by you). Hence, there arises the undesirable contingency of
opposition by equally important theories as to whether the cosmic
matter only is the cause or these (others) only or both.
If it is argued that it is not applicable because the homogeneity
is observed? It may be like this. In the earth, etc., the homogeneity to
the cosmic matter in the form of pleasure, etc., is commonly observed. It is rightly.said earlier that the object is the modification of
that which is homogeneous to that. Therefore, the manifest is the
modification of the cosmic matter only.21
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because there is the possibility of homogeneity to many. The
homogeneity to atoms also is found in the manifest because of the
presence of form, etc. (in both). The homogeneity of organs is to the
conscious entity also because those experience the feelings. The
homogeneity to isvara is also observed in case of those which are endowed with a particular capacity. There is the homogeneity to acts
and luck because the nature of being variegated or strange is observed in the world. There is the homogeneity to the nature of objects because the worldly objects do not deviate from their nature
inspite of their cant act with other objects. There is homogeneity to
time, etc., because there is the conformity with yuga, etc. There is the
homogeneity in respect of negation. The cow, etc., are matually
negated because one is not found in the other . The limited magnitude, etc., of thy manifest objects are possible to be postulated
even if they are supposed to come out of some other cause. Therefore, it is wrong to say that on account of homogeneity, etc., the nonmanifest exists as a cause.
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(Atoms cannot be the cause of the universe)
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Proponent : As to the statement that there arises the undesirable contingency of opposition (by equally important theories)
because the atoms are not refuted, we reply that that is wrong because their existence is not admitted (by us). If the existence of the
atoms is admitted, this doubt would have truly arisen as whether the
world arises from the atoms or from the cosmic matter. Their existence, however, is not certain. Therefore, this is wrong. The statement
that because of the availability of nature, etc., in the earth~ etc.,
(and consequently) becuase of the perception of homogeneity, 2 the
existence of atoms should be accepted like that of cosmic matter, is
also wrong.
Wby?
Because that can be justified in other way also. This is not correct because the form, etc., are found when the earth etc., are supposed to come out of, subtle elements.
If it is argued that (above mentioned contingency) is applicable
to the cosmic matter also because pleasure, etc., are the qualities of
the soul ? It may be like this. The subtle elements are postulated to
be possessed of form, etc., and the earth, etc., are observed to come
out of subtle elements; through the existence of form, etc., in them
they are distinguished from the atoms, similarly we object to the
theory of considering cosmic matter as the cause because we consider pleasure, etc., as the qualities of the soul and the earth, etc., as
the cause of their knowledge.23
This is also wrong.
Why?
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Because they (pleasure, etc.,) are negated to be the qualities of
the soul. We shall negate the pleasure etc., to be the qualities 'of the
soul in the statement 'therefore, from that contrast, etc., (ka. 19).
Therefore, it is wrong.
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Opponent : If the subtle elements are accepted as the atoms, what
will be the fault?
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Proponent: It is not possible.
What is the reason here?
The subtle elements (having the characteristic of that element
only) having larger magnitude (than the gross objects) are admitted
by us as the causes.
Why?
And, our theory is that the cause is certainly of larger magnitude than its effect. And, the earth, etc., which are gross elements
are great. Therefore, the earth of them (as a subtle element) should
be different from them. The atoms, however, are limited in magnitude. Therefore, they are not accepted through the acceptance of
the subtle elements.24 Even if their existence is accepted, it would be
impossible (to consider them as the-cause of the world) because they
are products. Let us admit the existence of the atoms, still we say that
the origin of the world is impossible from them.
What is the reason here?
Because they are products. The uncaused should rightly be the
cause of the world. The atoms are, however, caused. Therefore, even
their existence is admitted, their being the cause of the world is not
justified.
If is argued that it is wrong because the reason is not stated? It
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may be like this. What is the reason that the uncaused (object) is intended to be the cause of the world?
To this we reply that there would arise the undesirable contingency of admitting that (cause of that cause) as the cause. Whatever is
the cause of the atoms, that would be rightly postulated as the cause of
the world, but not the atoms which are the products of that cause.25
If it is argued that it is wrong because the caused nature of the
atoms is not proved? It may be like this. If the caused nature of the
atoms would be established, it is right to say that the atoms are not
the cause because of the above reason. That is, however, not established. Therefore, this is nothing (i.e., this is not a forceful argument).
To this we reply that because of their being limited in space.
Whatever is limited in space here is observed to be caused as the pot
which is limited in space also. Therefore, they are caused. Moreover,
because of possessing the form, etc. Here whatever possesses the
form, etc., is observed to be caused, as the pot. And the atoms possess the form, etc., therefore, they are caused. Moreover, because of
their possessing heat. Whatever possesses heat is caused as the lamp.
The atoms of fire are possessed of that (heat). Therefore, they are
caused.26 Moreover, because of having the speed. Here, whatever is
possessed of speed is caused as the arrow which is possessed of that
(speed). The atoms of air are possessed of that. Therefore, they are
caused. Moreover, because of having lubricity and fluidity. Here,
whatever is possessed of lubricity and fluidity, is~used as the water
in the basin around the tree. The water atoms are like this. Hence,
they are caused. Moreover, because of their being located. Here
i
whatever is located in something else is cause just like thadhara. 7
The atoms are located in the earth. Therefore, they are caused.
Moreover, because of being the location of some other object. Here,
whatever comes to be the location of some other object is caused just
as the pot. The atoms also become the location of some other object
like binary. Therefore, they are caused. Moreover, because of the intervention in union. Here, the objects in the middle of which the
other object stands as intervention in the union are caused, just like
the two fingers. Similarly, some atom stands in the middle of other
two atom. Whatever are intervened by some other object, are caused.
Therefore, those (two intervened) atoms are also caused. Moreover,
because of giving rise to some other objcet. We hold that here whatever
gives rise to some other object is caused, as the threads. The atoms
give rise to the other object. Therefore, they are caused.28 Moreover,
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because of their perceptibility.' Here, whatever is perceptible is ob-

served to be caused just as the pot. The atoms are perceptible to the
yogins. They are caused.
If it is argued that the above reason is for their being uncaused? 29 the yogins they are uncaused?'0
Why?
Because the pot, etc., which are perceptible to us only are observed to be caused.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because itwould give rise to the,undesirable contingency of the
supposition of uncaused nature of the body.31 The body is also perceptible to the yogins; let it also be uncaused. This is, however, not
so. Therefore, the atoms are also not uncaused.
If it is argued that it will give rise to the undesirable contingency (of being caused) in case of the cosmic matter, etc., we reply, no,
because it is not admitted by us. According to our scripture the cosmic matter and the conscious entity are not perceptible even to a
Brahmin like Kapila. Therefore, the argument has no force.
If it is argued that it is (eternal) like existence, etc., It may be
like this. Just as the existence, qualitiness, form-ness, etc., are eternal
even though they are perceptible, similar will be the case with the
atoms.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because it is also to be proved. Just like the uncaused nature of
the atoms, the existenec of existence etc., is not proved. Therefore, it
is non-acceptable just like establishing the horns of the man through
the horns of the hare.
If is argued that there does not arise the undesirable contingency of caused nature of the atoms because of their subtlety? It may be
like this. There is no object more subtle then the atoms so that it may
be the cause of these atoms the highest limit of subtlety. Therefore,
the originated nature of then cannot be justified.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because it will involve the undesirable contingency of over pervasion to the baked (atoms). In the case of those who intend un-
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caused nature, there will be the undesirable contingency of admitting
uncaused nature in the atoms of earth which are backed and are
placed after putting aside the blackness. Those atoms are also subtle.32 The uncaused nature of cosmic matter and the conscious entity,
on the other hand, is through their extreme subtlety in presence of
their being all-pervasive in addition. The atoms do not pervade the
whole universe as the cosmic matter and the conscious entity do.
Therefore, inspite of their being subtle, their caused nature is certain
just as is the case with the baked atoms. This objection does not
arise in case of those in whose theory only the caused substance is
baked. In that case the activity inherent in the atoms should be taken
for example. That is subtle, imperceptible and caused. In this way, it
is proved that the atoms are caused. Due to the caused nature their
non-eternity is also unavoidable and, hence, it involves the fault of
extirpation of the whole world through the inference setablished in
the own system (of the Vai~e~ikas) because of the destruction of the
atoms in the intermediate and the great dissolution and (consequently) because of the absence of the effect in the absence of the cause?3
Since the acts accumulated by those who are engaged in enjoyment
remain un enjoyed, the acts done perish (unenjoyed). This is, however, undesirables Therefore, the atoms are not the cause of the
universe.
(The conscious entity as also Hvara cannot be the cause)
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The objection that there will be the origination of the universe
from the conscious entity is also wrong.
Why?
Because we have negated. We shall establish the non-doership
of the conscious entity in the karika 'from that contrast, etc. (Ka
19).34 The same method should be known (as applied) in rejecting
the nature of being a cause in case of Hvara because the consciousness is not different (in both the cases).35
(Negation of Existence oflSvara)
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and the Vaisesikas hold 'that the Isvara

Why?

Becausethe particular effects are caused by the intellect surpassing (others). Here, the effects like palace, an aeroplane, etc., are observed to be caused by superior intellect. Whatever is the cause of
those is the Isvara. Therefore, ISvara exists. Moreover, because the
union of conscious and lion-conscious is caused by some sentiect entity. It is observed here that the union of the conscious and the nonconcious is caused by some sentient entity, just like the union of the
bull and the cart. The union of the body and the soul is that of conscious and non-conscious. Therefore, it should also be caused by
some sentient entity. That by whome this union is caused is the is,
vara: Therefore, Isvara exists as the cause.
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Proponent : As regards the statement that the existence of isvara is
proved because the particular effect is caused by the superior
intellect, we reply, no, because it is still to be proved. It is yet to
be proved whether the palaces, etc., are caused by the intellect
like ours or by some surerior one. Therefore, it needs no reply.
Moreover, he would have produced the particular effects from
the cosmic matter without the intellect36 because the intellect
does not exist before the activity of the cosmic matter and there
is no other instrumental cause. Before the modification of the
cosmic matter, intellect does not exist and, hence, it is not
right.
If it is argued that he would create the universe himself because
he is endowed with power ? It may be like this. The Isvara is full of
all the powers. The existence of intellect is not rejected because even
before the modification of the cosmic matter he is himself endowed
with desire (and could create the intellect). The existence of intellect
is, thus, not negated.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because there is no example. What is the example in favour of
one proving that intellect is by itself (created with desire, etc.)?
Therefore, it is wrong.
If it is argued that it is not a fault because of his possessing particular power? It may be like this. The other beings endowed with intellect do not have the power equal to j~vara. Thus, the intellects of
these beings originate from the cosmic matter at the time of formation of the body or due to the contact with the soul, etc.37 The intellect of the Isvara, however, originates by itself (through his will).
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because there will arise the undesirable contingency of establishment of all the theories. If accepting the object which is opposite
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to the example, and if through the contradicted reason some particular power should be accepted, this postulation would involve the
establishment of all the theories. Therefore, this is merely a tenacity.
Thus, if the intellect of the Uvara would not originate itself, it is
rightly stated that the particular effects (of the universe) are not
caused by some intelligent being because there is no possibility of intellect earlier to the activity of the cosmic matter. Moreover, because
of the absence of possibility of (desired) result. The intelligent persons
are observed to start creating the particular effects like palace,
aeroplane, etc., with the visible or invisible objective. This (Hvara) is
however, unobstructed (to achieve something) because of his lordly
power. Moreover, the Instigator is not possible (in case oflSvara). The
intelligent beings are observed to start the particular activities when
instigated by other. This is, however, not possible in case of Hvara
because there is no propriety (in holding someone as) endowed with
instigation (to i£vara). Moreover, because of its being non-conclusive.
All the particular effects are not caused by intellect because the tree,
etc., originate without that also. There is no example to support the
view that everything is caused by the intellect of isvara. And, there is
no theory when it is not exemplified. Therefore, on account of nonconclusiveness the manifest objects are not caused by some intelligent beings. Moreover, because of resulting in misery. If the particular
effects are created deliberately (by some intelligent being), there is
no purpose of the creator in creating the object which resulted in
misery. And, the j~vara is powerful also and, hence, he would have
created the objects which result in pleasure. Everything in this
universe results in misery. Therefore, the particular effects are not
caused by intellect. Moreover, on account of being accomplished with
the difficult means. If the particular objects would have been caused
by intelligence, the attainment of virtue, wealth, pleasure and liberation would have been through the easy means. They are, however, attainable through difficult means. Therefore, they are not caused
through intelligence.
If it is argued that the above defect does not arise because the
virtue and vice serve as the cause of them, it may be like this. The
particular effects are caused by Isvara, but still the beings which
originate as abounding in pleasure in the initial state of creation are
associated with mean, moderate and eminent age, caste (or birth)
and nature due to the accumulation of virtue and vice. This is then
not the offence oflsvara.
This is also wrong.
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Why?
Because of the absence of the cause of production of vice. If
the j~vara is desired for the production of virtue and vice, he would
have produced only the virtue of the beings for it (virtue) is the cause
of pleasure. He would not have produced the vice because of the absence of purpose of (producing vice).38 If it is argued that the
production of virtue and vice from their cause is natural, it would
contradict the statement that everything is caused by the intelligence
-,
-,
of the Isvara. Therefore, Isvara is not the cause. As regards your
statement that the existence ofis'vara is proved because the contact
of conscious and unconscious is caused by some conscious being, we
reply that it is wrong.
Why?
Because it is yet to be proved. By which conscious being is
caused the contact of the conscious buU with the unconscious cart ?
If you say it is caused by Caitra, he is also unconscious because of
being the composite of cause and effect. If it is desired to be made by
the entity who is soul the seer of the body denoted by the word
Caitra, it is also wrong, because it is also to be proved. The agency
(doership) of the conscious entity is not proved in our philosophy.
The argumentation is on the ground well known to both the parties.
Moreover, because of involving the undesirable contingency of infinite regress, in case of those who speak the contact is done by some
sentient being, it would i~ply that the contact of Isvara with the
cause and effect (body of Isvara) is done by some other conscious
being. And, thus there arises the undesirable contingency of infinite
regress. To aUeviate this fault the contact of the ISvara with the cause
and effect (body) is accepted as natural. It is also not right, as in that
case the reason is not conclusive. If it is argued that the defect does
not arise because all of them are conscious, it may be like this. All the
cause and effect (body) of lAvaca and also the ISvara are conscious.
Therefore, it can serve as an counter example of the contact.
This is also wrong.
Why?
Because it would involve the undesirable contingency of its being
non-contact. There is no contact of one soul with the other soul because of non-difference of consciousness. In this way, there would
not have been the contact between Uvara and the body also. This is,
however, not desirable. Moreover, because of the undesirable contingency of the absence of contradicton. In the case of one who con-
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siders both as conscious the i'vara also would be an instrument of
the intellect etc., as the intellect etc., are that ofUvara.
Why?
Because there is no differentiation between the two. Since it is
not desirable, the consciousness does not belong to both. If it is argued that the defect does not arise because the endowment with
cause and effect (body) is not accepted? The knower of that
describes the entity Y~vara as pervasive, without components, endowed with endless power, subtlest among the subtle, greatest
among the greatest, having supremacy as the characteristic, beginningless and having endless characteristics. How is all this imposed
upon him taking recourse to cause and effect (body)? This is also
wrong.
Why?
Because it goes against the inference (of Isvara). If the ISvara is of
this nature, the inference that the Isvara exists because the particular effect is caused by the superior intellect and because the contact between the conscious and unconscious entities is brought about
by some conscious entity, is contradicted.
Why?
Becuase this is not observed with such an object.39 Or if it is
granted (for the sake of argument), (it will again be wrong) because
it will again contradict the idea of assuming a shape (by Isvara). If
the Hvara is of this nature exclusively, it would contradict the (idea
of) assuming the shape of earth, etc., (by iSvara). Moreover, because
of the scriptures. The scripture also speaks of its assuming a formwearing the hide (of an atelope), having a bow (trident) in the hand,
with his bow stretched, with blue peacock tail. If you argue that accepting it you will have to deviate from your position? It may be like
this. If the l'vara as endowed with shape is admitted through the
statement of the scripture, his existence is proved.
Why?
Because taking the form is not possible (or justified) in case of
non-existent entity. This is also wrong. Because the (real) purport is
not understood. We do not reject the particular power of lord absolutely, because he 'assumes the magnificient body, etc. What we
mean to say is there.is none different from cosmic matter and the
conscious entity as the instigator of the two as held by you. Therefore, (our) position refutes this. Therefore, the contact of, the cosmic
matter and the conscious entity is not caused by some other entity.

